WE-5525 Alignment Plus™
Brake Beam Guide Wear Liner for M-976 bogies

Product Benefits

- Improved brake beam alignment lowers the occurrence of thin flange wheel defects
- Less lateral shift than standard brake beam liners extends wheel wear life
- Can be placed into all four truck guide pockets and still allow brakes to be applied properly
- Reduced asymmetric wheel wear and provided exceptional wear liner service life in real-world tests

Brake beam shift accelerates flange wear on one wheel making wheelset unusable
Amsted Rail, the global leader in fully integrated freight car systems for the heavy haul rail market.

Amsted Rail has been an industry leader in freight railroading for more than 100 years. Our experience, dedication and efficiency in servicing today’s demanding heavy haul operations is unequaled as we keep railcars rolling in some of the world’s toughest railroad environments.

To learn more, visit www.amstedrail.com.